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Planning Policy
About Elm Park plan to Widen Road/Build Dual Carriage Way.

Hello, I am writing to you as a commuter to Filton, Elm Park.
I want to express my worries and my opinion for this plan.
Going ahead with this plan would be a very bad idea, this park is where we all come to do our
daily activities, whether is sit under the trees and listen to the animals, whether we're just using
our laptop or phone or having a picnic and or even Skateboarding or performing any other sport in
the Skate Park.
This is a place where everyone of all ages like to commute to, I have seen varies ages ranging
from parents with kids or toddlers to teenagers and even the elderly.
Destroying this would also only endanger what ever wild life currently homes the place, minimize
the green field and only welcome more pollution to the area, which is by far not welcome by the
citizens of the area.
Lastly would like to express the fact that the council wants to see more skaters off the streets and
by removing this Skate Park it would only make us have to skate the roads again. But, we would
like to not have to because this park is also where we all hang out as one big family friends group,
this is where we have made and hope to continue making our memories and again kids of all ages
come to this Skate Park and as people with skills in the sport we try our best to support and help
any young and adult fellows trying the sports for the first time, together we are a community and
without us you'd would also be destroying culture in the area.
- Peace.
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